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CoreLogis IT Solution Is Army 3PL Foundation

CoreLogis designed and deployed Army Third-Party logistics systems used by prime contractor Lion-Vallen to manage order fulfillment, warehouse and inventory management for more than 10,000 DODAAC ship-to locations and the 5 main US Army Recruit Training Centers. Its technology solution helped to triple warehouse throughput as inventories grew from $50 million to $150 million in assets. Additionally, the centralized solution supported expansion into two additional warehouses, eliminated inventory backlogs and created the capability to manage overflow storage. Moreover, the prime’s confidence in the system drove aggressive pricing resulting in a win as the contract came up for renewal. Lion was recognized as the model US Army 3PL for Clothing and Textiles.

The CoreLogis-designed Total Asset Visibility (TAV) solution:
• Reduced inventory warehousing from 90 to 20 days
• Achieved 99.99% Inventory Accuracy Rate
• Supports $600M Annual Throughput and $200M On-Hand Inventory
• Manages 4,100 NSNs, 375 PGCs, 350,000 Material Request Orders
• Tracks 36 Million Individual Items
• Guarantees 100% TAV

Technical Capabilities
• Requirements Gathering, Concept Development
• System and Software Design and Development
• System Architecture Management
• System and Software Integration
• System and Software Validation
• Software Analytical Support Services
• IT Process Development and Documentation
• Process Improvement
• System and Software Documentation, Software Application Training
• Software Maintenance, Support and Help Desk
• Web System Management
• Web-Based Accessible Customer Knowledge/Information Support
• Ad Hoc Queries and Scripts for Application Deployments and Research